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Abstract This paper presents a formal verification framework targeting the synchronization problem in SpecC language, a C-based system-level design language that supports HW/SW design seamlessly. Based on the Counter-Example Guided Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) paradigm, we can briefly describe our framework as follows. The SpecC descriptions are abstracted and translated into descriptions that contain only boolean variables, or so called “boolean SpecC”. The boolean SpecC descriptions are translated into an equality/inequality formula. This formula is then checked using an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) solver. Once the results are satisfied, the verification process stops with the synchronization property holds. Otherwise, a counterexample is given. The process of counterexample analysis and abstraction refinement is also proposed in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Semiconductor technology has been growing rapidly, and entire systems can be realized on single LSIs as embedded systems or System-on-a-Chip (SoC). Designing SoC is a process of the whole system design flow from specification to implementation which is also a process of both hardware and software development. A language that supports hardware-software co-design and the ability to appropriately partition between hardware execution part and software execution part is needed. Recently, there are lots of attentions into the use of C programming language, since it is commonly used in the software development, C-based (or the extensions of C-based like SystemC or SpecC) SoC design is a promising approach to cover both hardware and software design with a single design/specification language.

SpecC language [8], [9] has been proposed as a standard system-level design language based on C programming language and adds new constructs and semantics for describing parallel behaviors, pipelined behaviors, finite state machine, and arbitrary-length bit-vectors. SpecC also gives the clear separation between computation and communication bodies in system-level descriptions. The design can be modularized by 1) the computation part can be handled by the construct called behavior and 2) the communication among processes are done through the channel construct. Our discussion is concerned the concurrency (par semantics) and synchronization (notify/wait semantics) in SpecC because the pipelined behaviors (pipe semantics) can be defined by using par.

In SpecC, expressing behaviors within par statement results in parallel execution of those behaviors. For example, par{a.main(); b.main();} in Fig. 1 implies that thread a and b are running concurrently (in parallel). Within behaviors, statements are running in the sequential manner just like C programming language. The timing constraints which must be satisfied for the behavior a is Tas ≤ T1s < T1e ≤ T2s < T2e ≤ Tae, where T1 and T2 stand for the timing of statements st1 and st2, and the postfix notations s and e stand for starting and ending time, respectively. This shows the sequential execution of st1 and st2. Note that it is not yet de-
Clarke et al. [5] show the verification of SpecC using predicate abstraction. SpecC descriptions is translated into FSMs with extra treatment on notify/wait for synchronization. When applying predicate abstraction to the concurrent programs, an interleaving of global or shared variables among those concurrent processes is needed to be treated as well. The size of the problem grows exponentially as the number of concurrent processes increases. When the number of concurrent processes is large, this can severely caused the state explosion even the abstraction technique is applied.

In this paper, a framework of synchronization verification in SpecC descriptions is introduced. Abstraction method is applied to reduce the size of the target systems. Once the synchronization correctness is verified, the further verification for the entire systems can be proceeded. For example with appropriate synchronization verification, one may be able to verify other properties, e.g., safety or liveness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 describes brief background on the SpecC language. Sect. 3 describes the proposed approach, the synchronization verification, where the abstraction, verification and abstraction-refinement are explained in details. Then, the conclusion and outlook are given in Sect. 4.

2. SpecC Language

The SpecC language has been proposed as a standard system-level design language for adoption both in industry and academia. It is promoted for standardization by the SpecC Technology Open Consortium (STOC, http://www.SpecC.org). The SpecC language was specifically developed to address the issues involved with system design, including both hardware and software. Built on top of C language, the de-facto standard for software development, SpecC supports additional concepts needed in hardware design and allows IP-centric modeling. Unlike other system-level languages, the SpecC language precisely covers the unique requirements for embedded systems design in an orthogonal manner.

2.1 Behavior

A behavior is a class consisting of a set of ports, a set of component instantiations and a set of private variables and functions. In order to communicate, a behavior can be connected to other behaviors or channels through its ports. Structural hierarchy can be described in SpecC as shown in Fig. 3(a). The sequential and parallel descriptions of SpecC, which will be described next, are shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively.

2.2 Sequentiality

Before clarifying the concurrency between statements, we have to define the semantics of sequentiality within a behav-
The definition is as follows. A behavior is defined on a time interval. Sequential statements in a behavior are also defined on time intervals which do not overlap one another and are within the behavior’s interval. For example, in Fig. 1, the beginning time and ending time of behavior $a$ are $T_{as}$ and $T_{ae}$ respectively, and those for $st1$ and $st2$ are $T_{s1}$, $T_{1e}$, $T_{2s}$, and $T_{2e}$. Then, the only constraint which must be satisfied is

$$T_{as} <= T_{s1} < T_{1e} <= T_{2s} < T_{2e} <= T_{ae}$$

Statements in a behavior are executed sequentially but not always in continuous ways. That is, a gap may exist between $T_{as}$ and $T_{s1}$, $T_{1e}$ and $T_{2s}$, and $T_{2e}$ and $T_{ae}$. The lengths of these gaps are decided in non-deterministic way. Moreover, the lengths of intervals, $(T_{1e} - T_{s1})$ and $(T_{2e} - T_{2s})$ are non-deterministic but regarded to be close to 0 comparing with “simulation time” defined by ‘waitfor’ (see [7]).

### 2.3 Concurrency: ‘par{}’ and ‘notify/wait’ Semantics

Concurrency among behaviors are able to handle in SpecC with $par{}$ and notify/wait semantics, as seen in Fig. 1 and 2. In a single-running of a behavior, correctness of the result is usually independent of the timing of its execution, and determined solely by the logical correctness of its functions. However, in the parallel-running behaviors, it is often the case that execution timing may have a great affect on the results’ correctness. Results can be various depending on how the multiple behaviors are interleaved. Therefore, the synchronization of events are important issue for the system-level design language. The definition of concurrency is as follows. The beginning and ending time of all the behaviors invoked by $par{}$ statement are the same. Suppose the beginning and ending time of behavior $a$ and $b$ are $T_{as}$ and $T_{ae}$, and $T_{bs}$ and $T_{be}$, respectively. Then, the only constraint which must be satisfied is

$$T_{as} = T_{bs}, T_{ae} = T_{be}$$

According to these sequentiality and concurrency defined in SpecC language, all the constraints in Fig. 1 description must be satisfied as follows.

- $T_{as} <= T_{s1} < T_{1e} <= T_{2s} < T_{2e} <= T_{ae}$ (sequentiality in $a$)
- $T_{bs} <= T_{s3} < T_{3e} <= T_{be}$ (sequentiality in $b$)
- $T_{as} = T_{bs}, T_{ae} = T_{be}$ (concurrency between $a$ and $b$)

The notify/wait statements are used for synchronization. wait statements suspend their current behavior from execution and keep waiting until one of the specified events is notify. Let focus on the ‘/New/’ label in Fig. 2 of which the event manipulation statements are inserted into that of Fig. 1. We can see that wait $e$ suspends $st3$ until the event $e$ is notified by notify $e$. As for the sequentiality, notify $e$ is scheduled right after the completion of $st2$ due to the sequentiality in behavior $a$. Thus, it is guaranteed that $st3$ is scheduled right after $st2$.

### 2.4 Simulation Time and ‘waitfor’ Semantics

With the expression $waitfor(delay)$, it implies the current behavior that executes $waitfor$ statement will suspend its current behavior from execution and keep waiting until one of the specified events is notified. Let focus on the ‘/New/’ label in Fig. 2 of which the event manipulation statements are inserted into that of Fig. 1. We can see that wait $e$ suspends $st3$ until the event $e$ is notified by notify $e$. As for the sequentiality, notify $e$ is scheduled right after the completion of $st2$ due to the sequentiality in behavior $a$. Thus, it is guaranteed that $st3$ is scheduled right after $st2$.

### 3. Verification Flow

As we mentioned earlier that in both hardware and soft-
ware system design, concurrency is commonly appeared throughout design descriptions. The simple forms of synchronization and a small number of concurrent processes may be simple to verify. Unfortunately, in many practical cases, the number of processes running in parallel can be large and the synchronization will become more sophisticated.

In this paper, we propose a verification flow to check whether the given SpecC codes containing concurrent statements \texttt{par} and event manipulation statements \texttt{notify}/\texttt{wait} are properly synchronized. The idea of boolean programs \cite{2} and counter-example guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) \cite{3} paradigm was applied for abstraction of the target SpecC code. The verification flow is shown in Fig. 5.

First, the SpecC source code must be translated into boolean SpecC code. The boolean SpecC contains only conditional (\texttt{if} or \texttt{switch}) and event manipulation statements. Second, the generated boolean SpecC is then translated into mathematical representations (equalities/inequalities) which can correctly capture the parallelism and non-deterministic of statement execution of SpecC. The property is inserted and then verify with the model checker. Verification process stops whenever the property is satisfied. Otherwise, the counter-example will be given. The following Sect. 3.1-3.5 are corresponding to each verification step of ①-⑤ as shown in Fig. 5. The corresponding pseudocodes that describe the synchronization verification is shown in Algorithm 1 and 2.

3.1 From SpecC to Boolean SpecC

The boolean programs \cite{2} was proposed for software model checking. It is shown that the model itself is expressive enough to capture the core properties of programs and is amenable to model checking. We use the similar idea of the boolean programs to verify for the SpecC synchronization.

Before we abstract the SpecC descriptions to Boolean SpecC, in our verification framework, we have to unwind every loop (both finite or infinite) into a fixed finite num-
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**Fig. 5 The proposed verification flow**

**Algorithm 1 SynchronizationVerification**

\begin{align*}
declare & 
1: \text{SC}: \text{a SpecC source code, } BS: \text{a boolean SpecC code} \\
2: \tau: \text{a mapping of an abstraction function (} SC \xrightarrow{\tau} BS) \\
3: p: \text{a predicate, } Pre: \text{a set of predicates in SC} \\
4: CE: \text{counterexample, } Property: \text{a property to verify} \\
5: \text{Timeout: a threshold for limiting the computation time} \\
begin & 
6: \text{unwinding loops in } SC \\
7: (BS, Pre) := \text{Abstraction(} SC \text{)} \\
8: \text{while } !\text{Timeout} \cup Pre \neq \emptyset \text{ do} \\
9: (result1, CE) := \text{Verify(} BS, Property \text{)} \\
10: \text{if result1 is OK then } /* \text{property is satisfied} */ \\
11: \text{exit ("synchronization is correct")} \\
12: \text{else} \\
13: result2 := \text{ValidateCounterExample(} SC, CE, Pre \text{)} \\
14: \text{if result2 is INVALID then} \\
15: p := \text{Predicate that caused infeasibility in ProjCE} \\
16: BS := \text{ModifyBS(} BS, p \text{)} \\
17: Pre := Pre – p \\
18: \text{else} \\
19: \text{exit ("synchronization is incorrect" + } CE \text{)} \\
20: \text{end if} \\
21: \text{end if} \\
22: \text{end while} \\
23: \text{exit ("No conclusion")} \\
end
\end{align*}
Algorithm 2 ValidateCounterExample(SC, CE, Pre)
dec/are
1: \( \tau^{-1}: \) inverse of a mapping of an abstract function
2: ProjCE: a projection of CE to SC (\( CE \xrightarrow{\tau^{-1}} ProjCE \))
3: RenameProjCE: a renamed path ProjCE
4: Global: global variables appear in ProjCE
5: Race: a race condition occurs
begin /* CE is a sequence of statements: \( s_1 \ldots s_n \) */
6: ProjCE := Projection of path from CE to SC
7: /* Check if there is any race condition */
8: Race := CheckRaceCond(ProjCE, Global, Par)
9: if Race is TRUE then
10: exit ("There is a race condition")
11: end if
12: /* Renaming all assignments of each variables */
13: RenameProjCE := RenameVariable(ProjCE, Par)
14: result2 := Validate(RenameProjCE)
15: return result2
end

ber of times. In other words, we convert such a loop into a fixed-length finite path. The verification results of any given property can prove the correctness of the descriptions up to the length of this finite path. This is similar to the work on bounded model checking [6].

Then, the SpecC source code is translated such that

(1) the event manipulation statements are translated into the assertion statements

(2) the conditional statements or predicates of all branching statements are automatically replaced by independent new variables, e.g. \( if(x > 0) \) is replaced by \( if(c0) \), \( if(y < 3) \) by \( if(c1) \), and so on,

(3) all those predicates are stored as a set \( Pre \), which will be used in the refinement process (Sect. 3.5),

(4) all other statements are abstracted away by replacing with \( \text{skip} \) (denote in the boolean SpecC by "..." for readability).

Also, we add the property “a synchronization error of any event \( e \) occurs when \( \text{wait}(e) \) was executed and \( \text{notify}(e) \) was not” as an assertion to the boolean SpecC which can be done as follows:

- we consider event \( e \) in original SpecC as the logic variable in boolean SpecC,
- statement \( \text{notify}(e) \) is translated to the assignment of the logic variable “\( e \) is true”, and
- \( \text{wait}(e) \) is then translated to a block of statements “\( if(! (e \text{ is true})) \text{assert}(\text{Error}) \)” (‘!’ is a not operand).

Deadlock occurs whenever \( \text{notify}(e) \) has never been reached. In other words, \( \text{assert}(\text{Error}) \) must have been executed since the value of \( e \) has never been triggered to be true. With this translations, we can verify deadlocks which may be caused by any pair of event synchronization semantics.

3.2 From Boolean SpecC to Mathematical Representations of Equalities/Inequalities

As mentioned in Sect. 2., sequentiality and concurrency are supported in SpecC. In addition, the execution of statements is non-deterministic. Hence, in order to correctly and precisely represent those characteristics of SpecC, the boolean SpecC, which has the same control flow construct as the original SpecC and contains only boolean variables, is going to be translated to mathematical representations of equalities/inequalities.

3.3 Verifying with Verification Engines

Once the mathematical representations of both the boolean SpecC and the synchronization properties are constructed, we proceed through the mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) solver to determine whether the synchronization is correct. The verification results can be either 1) correct, the verification process ends and the properties are proved to be correct, or 2) otherwise, the abstract counterexample is given.

This abstract counterexample needs to be validated whether it is feasible which will be described in the next section.

3.4 Validate the Abstract Counterexample

At this point, we have the abstract counterexample which contains only boolean variables. In order to validate this path, we need to refer each variable along the abstract counterexample (CE) path to the original SpecC descriptions. \( ProjCE \) is the projection of \( CE \) to the original SpecC, where \( \tau \) is an abstraction function from SpecC to boolean SpecC and \( CE \xrightarrow{\tau^{-1}} ProjCE \). We are interesting in validating this path for its feasibility.

3.4.1 Check for Race Condition

We need to check beforehand for any race condition that might occur since it can cause the wrong verification results.

Let us consider the following example in Fig. 6 where \( A \) and \( B \) are running in parallel. The global variable \( x \) is used in both \( A \) and \( B \). Deadlock will occur whenever \( x \neq 1 \). It seems that \( \text{notify} \) \( e \) is reachable. However, there is a case where deadlock can occur. That is when \( x = x + 1 \) was executed right after \( x = 1 \) which results in \( x \) equals to 2. It is obviously seen that the race condition will occur whenever there is more than one assignment of any global variable in different concurrent behaviors. The verification process terminates whenever such a race condition is found and reports which variable(s) should be re-scheduled.

3.4.2 Rename Variables

Next, before the abstract counterexample was validated, we need to rename all assignments of all variables. We can think of an assignment of a variable as generating a new vari-
make the entire verification, from abstraction and verification to finding counter-example and abstraction-refinement, an automatic process.

As a final remark, although this work is considered to target the verification of deadlock property. With this framework, there are several research directions to pursue in the future: synchronization verification when it comes to the complex forms of synchronization with multiple events, more efficient algorithms for the abstraction refinement, and the verification of other properties (e.g. liveness or safety).
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